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a good chance that the name is a nod to the early 20th century 
president of the Chicago Local 10 musician’s union, James Petrillo. 
He was a frequent punch line on the Jack Benny radio show and its 
spin-offs.

$40,000: How much Judge Petrillo lost years before after Chester 
“invested” it for him. “My son didn’t care that much about going to 
college. He’s doing very nicely at the taco stand….After all, my father 
only had a couple more years on that kidney machine. Hey, he was 
old. Had to go sometime. See all you folks in court.”

Giving Bob the Cold Shoulder
There is no shortage of classic Chuck & Bob moments. However, 
one of the most memorable—Jodie hiding the gay-baiting Bob in the 
fridge and the chaos that ensues—is a wonderful example of what 
can happen when cast and writer come together perfectly. 

“That’s one of my favorite scenes,” says Jay Johnson. “I remember 
the genesis of that. Billy Crystal came to me one day and said, ‘What 
would happen if Chuck didn’t have Bob anymore?’ We started 
talking about it and I think he pitched the scene. I said, ‘Jeez, he’d 
probably try to make a puppet out of anything that he had,’ so we 
started coming up with ways to interact that way. I think we had 
about 10 more of those and they cut half of them. We were usually 
successful about pitching ideas, and then they would write them, 
particularly with my character; I was real successful at getting my 
ideas in.”

Bob’s “You know, that little light stays on” was also a rare example 
of an ad lib on Soap, stage manager Carl Lauten points out. “Jay 
thought of that during the air show [the performance that imme-
diately followed the taped dress rehearsal]. That wasn’t written like 
that, he just did it when he pulled Bob out as they were leaving. I’m 
glad it was on mike and they didn’t pull off of him because the line 
wasn’t scripted.”  

Best Lines.
[Jodie stuffs Bob in the fridge before going on to make breakfast. A 
manic-looking Chuck enters the kitchen.]

Chuck: Jodie, have you seen Bob?

Sorrell Booke (Mr. Lefkowitz), Milt Oberman (Man in hotel), 
Marvin Braverman (The Messenger)

Highlights. Eunice going through other people’s mail in the 
mailroom, and her and McCallam’s subsequent daydreaming about 
moving to an island; the entire “Bob in the fridge” scene; the 
delightful way Mr. Lefkowitz explains to Danny that he must marry 
Elaine, and Danny’s “Is it too late to kill my stepfather?”; and Burt 
leveling with Mary about his rapidly deteriorating sanity.

Confused? You Won’t Be. ‘Marry Elaine or I’ll blow your  
brains out.’ 

. Mr. Lefkowitz has investigated Danny’s family, just as Mallu did 
last episode.

. Already Susan Harris has garnered a reputation among her cast, 
crew and audience for being able to follow up a comedic line with 

a heartbreaking one. Last episode it was Jessica’s appeal 
to Corinne; this episode we’re hit with Soap’s best com-
bination for the first time: Harris’ dialogue and Richard 
Mulligan’s performance. If you go back and watch the 
scene in which Mary mentions having Burt committed, 
you can actually hear the live audience guffaw at his line 
about losing his marbles, only to be blindsided by where 
Harris and Mulligan take this line of reasoning. For all 
of his eccentricities, the character of Burt Campbell is 
Soap’s indictment of Hollywood’s own approach to mental 
illness. His citing of the 1957 film The Three Faces of Eve—one 
of many films that make treating psychological wounds 

appear as simple as healing a cut—makes this pretty clear. While the 
religious right was pursing its lips at the sex jokes, Soap was address-
ing the world as it was, and not as the more puritanical element 
wished it to be. Powerful stuff.

. The Mr. Franklin we meet in the judge’s chambers is prosecuting, 
and is the twin brother of the one who refused to defend Jessica 
(1.17), or so he says. (This one giggles incessantly, and lost a case to 
Mallu 10 years earlier.)

. Judge Petrillo’s name would later be plucked for another Witt 
Thomas Harris character, Sophia Petrillo, on The Golden Girls. There’s 

The Three 
Faces of Eve


